Characterization of in vitro transcription amplification linearity and variability in the low copy number regime using External RNA Control Consortium (ERCC) spike-ins.
Using spike-in controls designed to mimic mammalian mRNA species, we used the quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) to assess the performance of in vitro transcription (IVT) amplification process of small samples. We focused especially on the confidence of the transcript level measurement, which is essential for differential gene expression analyses. IVT reproduced gene expression profiles down to approximately 100 absolute input copies. However, a RT-qPCR analysis of the antisense RNA showed a systematic bias against low copy number transcripts, regardless of sequence. Experiments also showed that noise increases with decreasing copy number. First-round IVT preserved the gene expression information within a sample down to the 100 copy level, regardless of total input sample amount. However, the amplification was nonlinear under low total RNA input/long IVT conditions. Variability of the amplification increased predictably with decreasing input copy number. For the small enrichments of interest in typical differential gene expression studies (e.g., twofold changes), the bias from IVT reactions is unlikely to affect the results. In limited cases, some transcript-specific differential gene expression values will need adjustment to reflect this bias. Proper experimental design with reasonable detection limits will yield differential gene expression capability even between low copy number transcripts.